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Variability is a fundamental aspect of software. It is the ability to create system
variants for different market segments or contexts of use. Variability has been
most extensively studied in software product lines [10], but is also relevant in
other areas, including software ecosystems [4] and context-aware software [15].
Virtually any successful software faces eventually the need to exist in multiple
variants.

Variability introduces essential complexity into all areas of software engineer-
ing, and calls for variability-aware methods and tools that can deal with this
complexity effectively. Engineering a variable system amounts to engineering
a set of systems simultaneously. As a result, requirements, architecture, code
and tests are inherently more complex than in single-system engineering. A de-
veloper wanting to understand a particular system variant has to identify the
relevant parts of requirements and code and ignore those that pertain solely to
other variants. A quality assurer verifying a variable system has to ensure that
all relevant variants are correct. Variability-aware methods and tools leverage
the commonalities among the system variants, while managing the differences
effectively.

This talk will analyze how variability affects the software lifecycle, focusing
on requirements, architecture and verification and validation, review the state
of the art of variability-aware methods and tools, and identify future directions.

Variability modeling at the requirements level helps explaining a variable sys-
tem and its evolution to all stakeholders, technical and nontechnical ones. A
popular technique is feature models [19,11], which are hierarchically composed
declarations of common and variable features and their dependencies. At the re-
quirements level, system features represent cohesive clusters of requirements [7,8],
providing convenient “mental chunks” to all stakeholders to understand the sys-
tem, its variability, and its evolution. For example, changes at the code level can
be explained as feature additions, removals, merges, or other kinds of modifi-
cations at the feature level [27]. As feature models provide only declarations of
features, an obvious direction is to enrich them with feature specifications, such
as behavioral ones (e.g., [30]). Feature models can also be enhanced with rich
forms of dependencies, such as representations of feature interactions (e.g., [24]),
and with quality attributes, such as performance (e.g., [2,26]). Feature-oriented
software development (FOSD) aims at treating features as first-class citizens,
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that is, modularizing them throughout the entire lifecycle [1]. Although promis-
ing, empirically quantifying the benefits of feature modularization is future work.

Variation points accommodate variability at the architectural level. They are
locations in software artifacts where variability occurs. Variability engineering
classifies variation points according to their variability type [29], such as value
parameters, optional elements, element substitution or repeated instantiation,
and their binding time. The Common Variability Language (CVL) [25], which is
an effort by the Object Management group to standardize variability modeling,
provides a comprehensive taxonomy of variation points. Many existing design
and architectural patterns [16,6] can be used to implement variation points, as
they are often about allowing certain system aspects to vary easily. For exam-
ple, the strategy pattern is used to vary algorithms within a system. Planning
and scoping variability can guide and ground architectural design: varying parts
need to be localized and hidden behind common interfaces. But variability also
impacts established modularity concepts. For example, variable modules need to
expose configuration interfaces and their functional interfaces may need to be
variable. This combination leads to the notion of variability-aware module sys-
tems [21], with implications on compositionality and type consistency. Tools and
languages using such module systems also need to support staged configuration
of such modules [12]. Further, variability affects other modularity topics, such
as cohesion, coupling, crosscutting, and tangling. Understanding the impact of
variability on modularity is a topic for future research.

Variability also affects verification and validation. Variability-aware methods
leverage commonalities to reduce time and effort to check variable systems. The
reduction is useful for product lines with large numbers of products, but is indis-
pensable for ecosystem platforms, whose users may decide to instantiate any
variant out of the exponential number of supported variants. Existing work
includes variability-aware forms of standard analysis techniques, such as type
checking (e.g., [20,13]), dataflow analyses (e.g., [5]) and model checking (e.g.,
[9]). In testing, variability engineering can be applied to tests in order to de-
rive test suits along with a variant. For example, the variability model and the
build system of the eCos operating system allow users to derive a system variant
along with suitable tests. Researchers have also proposed the concept of shared
execution of tests on multiple variants [23,22] and adapted combinatorial test-
ing to generate sets of variants covering certain feature-combination heuristics
for platform testing (e.g., [28]). However, testing variable systems offers plenty
opportunities to be explored in future research, including test selection, priori-
tization, and generation at unit, integration, and system levels, and potentially
in the context of specific changes.

Indisputably, variability has become a fundamental aspect of software engi-
neering. Variability engineering is practiced today both in open-source (e.g., see a
study of variability engineering in open-software systems software, including the
Linux kernel [3]) and industry (e.g., see the experiences of Danfoss [18], GM [14],
and Rolls-Royce [17]). Variability engineering also offers abundant opportunities
for software researchers to explore new directions in a wide range of areas within
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requirements, architecture, verification and validation, and beyond, including
reverse engineering, programming languages, performance, reliability, and secu-
rity. Today’s and future application domains pose new challenges to variability
engineering to be addressed in research. They include scaling variability to sys-
tems of systems in automotive and aerospace engineering and dealing effectively
with software ecosystems, cloud computing, and context-aware applications in
enterprise and consumer domains.
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